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Weight Is Only One Part of The Equation
[image: ]Based on 676 reviews



KoreScale Gen2’s Improved sensors, more data, and in-depth monitoring creates the most accurate smart scale you’ll find.
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Get Your Body’s Whole Story
Stop worrying so much about your weight! Instead, focus on the metrics that matter!
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Built Different.
KoreScale Gen2’s advanced biometric sensors give precise readings of your entire body composition and provide over ten key health metrics, including body fat, muscle mass, body mass index, and more! Now you know how changes to your diet and routine affect your body.



The Data Doesn’t Stop There!
Connect your smartphone to the KoreHealth app and set up your personal profile to get a full body analysis every time you use it! The advanced algorithm provides you with progress reports, helpful graphs that chart your workout, and personalized benchmarks for goal setting.
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Want to Know what others Say?  See our Verified Purchases
They Love It and So Will You


No more getting down about diets!
[image: ]Tara H. | Wilmington, DE  -
Tue Mar 02 2021 10:55:37 GMT+0700 (Indochina Time)

I’ve always been so bad about sticking to diets! I can’t believe I finally found something that works so well! There’s just so much data. It’s like my smart watch but it basically holds my hand as I try to shed this weight. I especially love the app! I’m telling you – if you want to lose weight give it a try! You won’t regret it!
[image: ]Yes, I recommend this product.


It’s so smart! So accurate!
[image: ]Salvator L. | Princeton, NJ -
Tue Mar 02 2021 10:55:37 GMT+0700 (Indochina Time)

Love the scale, so thin and light, looks so futuristic as well. Really motivating!. Real easy to set up on the phone and the tracking is amazing. Very happy with the purchase.
[image: ]Yes, I recommend this product.


Love this scale.
[image: ]Maureen M. | San Diego, CA -
Tue Mar 02 2021 10:55:37 GMT+0700 (Indochina Time)

It is so easy to use! Plus it looks nice in my bathroom. Love the sleek black color and glass design. Great tool for weight loss.
[image: ]Yes, I recommend this product.







All your goals are in reach! You just need the data!
On the road to better health and fitness, this smart scale is with you every step of the way.

Special Promo Offer on Now
Order Today and Get 50% OFF
Now is your chance to get KoreScale Gen2 at a DISCOUNT! SAVE MONEY & GET IN SHAPE!
[image: ]Learn More
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[image: ]We Are Sure You Are Going to Love Your KoreScale Gen2 Smart Scale
But in case you're not satisfied, we are offering you our 30-day money-back guarantee. Return your package for a full refund.


But in case you're not satisfied, we are offering you our 30-day money-back guarantee. Return your package for a full refund.
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FAQ
How does KoreScale Gen2 calculate my body metrics?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
The biometric sensors measure your weight and the electric current flowing through your body, which allows it to calculate the levels of water, fat, muscle, and bone in your body.


How will I know if my metrics are healthy?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
In the KoreScale Gen2 app, all measurements are given a color code to indicate your level of fitness.


What is the difference between Body Fat and Visceral Fat?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Body Fat is stored just under the skin and is found in areas like your belly, thighs, and rear. Visceral fat is stored within the abdominal cavity around your internal organs.


What is the difference between Muscle Mass and Skeletal Muscle?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
Muscle Mass is the total weight of all muscle in your body. Skeletal Muscle refers only to the muscles you have voluntary control over, like your biceps.


Can I use KoreScale Gen2 without the app?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
You can weigh yourself with KoreScale Gen2 on its own, but you won’t be able to access your metrics without the app.


Do I need to have my phone with me every time I use KoreScale Gen2?
[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] [image: ]
No, KoreScale can store up to 20 readings on its own without the app. The data will automatically sync with your phone the next time it comes within Bluetooth range.
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KoreScale Gen2 - Smart Scale
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